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November 3, 2020

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

On October 13, 2020, Dispatcher Spencer Hughes was arrested for Possession of Child

Pornography by the DepartmentofHomeland Security Investigations. The facts surrounding the
alleged crime are extremely concerning and shocked all members of the department.

As a resultofthe Dispatcher Hughes” arrest, the Lincoln Police Department conducted its
own internal investigation. With the assistance of the Town's IT Director and an independent

computer consultant, a forensic examination was conducted on all of the Dispatch computers as
well as on Dispatcher Hughes’ computer profile. The internal investigation revealed no evidence
of inappropriate or criminal behavior via the use of the Town's computers.

While the Town was in the process of moving forward with a Termination Hearing,
Dispatcher Hughes resigned his position on October 30, 2020.

Its important or the Lincoln community 0 know that prio to hiring Dispatcher Hughes
a thorough background investigation was conducted to include the submission of fingerprints
into the national database. There were no indications of conduct or behaviors that would have

cast any doubt on Dispatcher Hughes" ability to carry out his duties as a public safety dispatcher.

Respectfully,
CADPeis ass

A Kevin Kennedy
Chiefof Police
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